Islam
Festivals & Milestones

With a partner, you need to create a unique, creative, and insightful visual presentation of the following festivals and milestones. This should be in the form of a “book” that can be used my Muslims and non-Muslims alike! 

The goal of your book is to describe the key elements of the festivals and milestones in a manor that anyone could understand. This should include pictures and words and should be visually appealing to your reader!

This is a major assignment for this unit so please choose your partner wisely! 

You will use the text book as your main source of information. You may also use the internet but MUST include a bibliography stating where you got your information from!!!!! 

PLEASE BE SURE TO INCLUDE AND DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING
(Pg. 196-205 of your text)
Festivals:
Shahadah (First Pillar)
Salat (Second Pillar)
Zakat (Third Pillar)
The Ramadan Fast( Fourth Pillar)
Eid al-Fitr OR the Minor Eid
Hajj (Fifth Pillar)
Eid al-Adha OR Major Eid
Jumu'ah (Friday Prayer)
Milestones:
Early life
Marriage
Death






RUBRIC



Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Knowledge
- understanding of the content, use of key concepts, ideas and overall informativeness     


- a few key concepts and ideas demonstrated

- some key concepts and ideas demonstrated

- many key concepts and ideas demonstrated

- most key concepts and ideas demonstrated

Thinking:
- quality of insights (degree of thought and understanding)
- effectiveness of information, clarity and persuasiveness                

- demonstrates a limited degree of  thinking and understanding

- demonstrates some degree of  thinking and understanding

- demonstrates a good degree of  thinking	and understanding

- demonstrates an excellent degree of  thinking and understanding

Communication: 
- ELS: format, spelling, style, sentence structure, etc. and linking of ideas            

- poor ELS (numerous errors seriously impedes understanding) and linking of ideas

- satisfactory ELS (errors somewhat impedes understanding) and linking of ideas

- good ELS 
(errors do not impede understanding) and linking of ideas

- excellent ELS 
(no or few errors impede understanding) and linking of ideas

Application
- overall presentation of material
- artistic merit and creativity


- poor overall presentation of material and artistic design

- fairly good overall presentation of material and artistic design

- good overall presentation of material and artistic design

- excellent overall presentation of material and artistic design
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